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Translational and rotational critical-like behaviors 
in the glass transition of colloidal ellipsoid monolayers
Zhongyu Zheng1,2, Ran Ni3, Yuren Wang1,2*, Yilong Han4*

Critical-like behaviors have been found in translational degrees of freedom near the glass transition of spherical 
particle systems mainly with local polycrystalline structures, but it is not clear if criticality exists in more general 
glassy systems composed of nonspherical particles without crystalline structures. Here, through experiments and 
simulations, we show critical-like behaviors in both translational and rotational degrees of freedom in monolayers 
of monodisperse colloidal ellipsoids in the absence of crystalline orders. We find rich features of the Ising-like 
criticality in structure and slow dynamics at the ideal glass transition point 0, showing the thermodynamic nature 
of glass transition at 0. A dynamic criticality is found at the mode-coupling critical point c for the fast-moving 
clusters whose critical exponents increase linearly with fragility, reflecting a dynamic glass transition. These results 
cast light on the glass transition and explain the mystery that the dynamic correlation lengths diverge at two dif-
ferent temperatures.

INTRODUCTION
The nature of the glass transition is a major puzzle in condensed 
matter physics. There are many competing theories explaining some 
of the behaviors of the glass transition (1), but the fundamental pic-
ture remains controversial, e.g., whether the glass transition is a pure 
dynamic transition or a thermodynamic transition. The thermo-
dynamic origin of the glassy dynamics is pursued in various theories 
such as the Adam-Gibbs theory (2), random first-order transition 
(RFOT) theory (3), frustration-limited domain theory (4), and the 
potential landscape approach (5). However, these theories do not 
provide enough quantitative predictions for experimental verifica-
tion, resulting in controversies over the thermodynamic nature of 
the glass transition.

Intensive efforts have been made to reveal the structural features 
of the dynamic slowdown as evidence of the thermodynamic nature 
of the glass transition. The drastic dynamic slowdown near the glass 
transition is usually accompanied by the growth of dynamic hetero-
geneities (DHs) arising from cooperatively rearranging regions (CRRs) 
at different time scales (1, 6–11). The intuitive picture of CRRs is 
thermodynamically rationalized in various theories (2–5, 12) and is 
intimately associated with the physical, chemical, and mechanical 
properties of glassy materials (5, 10, 13, 14). Generally, two approaches 
may be used to uncover the structural mechanism underlying the 
glass transition. One approach is to find a certain local structure asso-
ciated with fast- or slow-moving particles, e.g., an icosahedron (14), 
a tetrahedron (15), a crystalline structure (16–20), a low-entropy struc-
ture (18, 21), or an empirical structure from machine learning (22). 
Related studies have been focused on spherical particle systems, but 
apparently, polyhedra and crystallites usually do not exist in non-
spherical particle systems. Besides controversy over which candidate 
structure is responsible for the slow dynamics, the observed spatial 
structure-dynamics correlations alone cannot unequivocally prove 
the structural origin of slow dynamics, because correlation does not 
imply causation. The second approach is the order-agnostic method, 

which searches for a growing static length scale upon cooling toward 
the glass transition (1, 7, 23, 24). This approach lacks a correlation 
to dynamic quantities and a corresponding structure for the order- 
agnostic length (25, 26); thus, it is less direct than the first approach.

Besides the above two approaches, stronger evidence of thermo-
dynamic transition has been obtained from the Ising-like critical 
behaviors in two-dimensional (2D) and 3D polydisperse colloidal 
spheres, 3D Lennard-Jones liquids, 2D and 3D binary soft spheres, 
2D driven granular spheres, 2D spin liquids with anisotropic attrac-
tions, and 3D polydisperse Lennard-Jones liquids with isotropic 
attraction (17–20, 27). Critical phenomena are well understood in 
physics with many quantitative predictions that can be experimen-
tally tested (28, 29), in contrast to glass transition theories. These 
critical-like behaviors are mainly found in local crystalline clusters 
(17–20) or low–structural entropy clusters in systems of spheres, 
leading to the question of whether the Ising criticality only occurs in 
certain spherical particle systems (26). Most glasses are not com-
posed of spherical particles. Whether the Ising criticality exists in 
more general glassy systems composed of nonspherical particles or 
in rotational degrees of freedom has not been explored. Here, we 
show both Ising-like criticality and non-Ising criticality in glassy mono-
layers of ellipsoids.

Monodisperse hard ellipsoids are one of the simplest glass formers. 
In contrast to spheres, colloidal ellipsoids have measurable rotational 
motions and can form 2D glasses without the crystalline or poly-
hedral order observed in spherical particle systems (30). Thus, they 
are excellent models to study the general relationship between static 
structures and glassy dynamics and the existence of criticality. Pre-
viously, we showed the substantial effects of particle aspect ratio p = 
a/b on the glass transition, where a and b are the semi-long and 
semi-short axes of ellipsoid’s (30, 31). The phase behavior of hard 
ellipsoids depends on both the area fraction  and p. The inverse of 
area fraction −1 plays the role of effective temperature T (see sec-
tion S2 for the possible phases of monodisperse hard ellipsoids). The 
glass transition of the translational (T) and rotational () motions 
of the monolayer of colloidal hard ellipsoids occurs in a single step 
at p ≲ 2.5, i.e.,    c  

T  =   c  
   for the mode-coupling theory (MCT) transi-

tion and    0  T  =   0     for the ideal glass transition, but in two steps at p ≳ 
2.5, i.e.,    c    <   c  T   and    0    <   0  T   as shown in figs. S1 and S2. We also 
found the structural signatures of both translational and rotational 
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DHs in the single-step and two-step glass transitions in (30). The in-
creasing dynamic slowdown and growing DHs upon cooling were 
correlated with a decreasing structural entropy and a growing size 
typically used in the literature to demonstrate the thermodynamic 
nature of the glass transition.

In this study, we show rich critical-like behaviors and correlations 
for various structural and dynamic quantities in both translational 
and rotational motions of ellipsoids as summarized in Table 1. We 
find Ising-like criticality in both the local structural quantities and 
the slow-moving clusters at 0, indicating a thermodynamic tran-
sition at 0, whereas the fast-moving clusters show a criticality at c 
without a structural counterpart, indicating a dynamic transition at 
c. These results are further confirmed by our kinetic Monte Carlo 
(kMC) simulations. 

 RESULTS
Correlations among dynamic and structural heterogeneities
A key mystery of the glass transition is the drastic dynamic slowdown 
without obvious structural change upon cooling. Whether DHs or 
CRRs arise from structural heterogeneities is crucial for the nature 
of the glass transition and one of the main challenges in glass studies 
(1, 5). Searching for a certain local structure associated with CRRs is a 
major direction in glass studies. CRRs have been intensively studied in 
glasses composed of spherical particles (1, 6–10) and related to various 
symmetric structures in simulations (1, 7, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23, 27) 
and experiments (15, 17, 21), but CRRs in anisotropic particles re-
main poorly understood.

We characterize the local dynamics using not only the conven-
tional fastest-translation (FT) and fastest-rotation (FR) particles but 
also the much less explored slowest-translation (ST) and slowest- 
rotation (SR) particles (section S3) (30). These four types of parti-

cles have displacements that deviate from Gaussian distributions, 
and each makes up ∼8 to 10% of all particles and forms clusters in 
supercooled liquids, reflecting the DHs (Fig. 1, A to H). The time 
interval in the definition of fast or slow particles is chosen as when 
the average cluster size 〈N〉 reaches the maximum. This time inter-
val is proportional to 2 for the fast clusters (9, 30) and to 4 for the 
slow clusters (6, 18, 30). 2 corresponds to the maximal non-Gaussian 
parameter 2 of the particles’ displacements; 4 corresponds to the 
maximal four-point correlation length 4, which is on the same or-
der as the structural relaxation time . Details of 2 and 4 are pre-
sented in section S3.

It is well known that the liquid-to-glass transition does not exhibit 
obvious density fluctuations, in contrast to the traditional liquid-gas 
transition at the critical point. Thus, density is not an appropriate 
order parameter for the study of critical-like behaviors in glasses, 
and other structural order parameters are needed. Here, we charac-
terize the local structure of each individual particle by the translational 
and orientational glassy orders    G  T,  , as well as the translational and 
orientational structural entropies    S  T,   as defined in Table 1 and sec-
tions S4 and S5. The translational glassy (GT) particles are defined 
as those with the number of nearest neighbors    G  T   ≥ 6  because the 
mean coordination number is about 6 near the maximally random- 
jammed packing of ellipses in 2D (32). We find that having more 
neighbors can restrict the translational motion more strongly, but 
not the rotational motion at p ≳ 2.5, especially for particles lying on 
the boundaries of quasi-nematic domains (Fig. 1, C and D). The ro-
tational glassy (GR), i.e., orientational glassy, particles are defined 
as those with    G     ≥ 0.8  because a local nematic structure suppresses 
rotation (30). These glassy particles form clusters in supercooled 
liquids (Fig. 1, A to H), reflecting the structural heterogeneities.

We find that the structural heterogeneities and DHs are correlated 
differently at p ≲ 2.5 and p ≳ 2.5 (table S1 and fig. S3) because ellipsoids 

Table 1. Critical-like behaviors near 0 and c in the monolayers of colloidal ellipsoids.                                           
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are randomly oriented at p ≲ 2.5 and form quasi-nematic domains at 
p ≳ 2.5 (Fig. 1). For p ≳ 2.5, ST clusters are correlated with the regions 
of high    G  T    (Fig. 1C) and low    S  T   (Fig. 1G) at the boundaries of quasi- 
nematic domains, while SR clusters are correlated with the regions 
of high orientational glassy order    G      (Fig. 1D) and low orientation-
al structural entropy    S      (Fig. 1H) within domains, i.e., SR clusters 
are anticorrelated with ST clusters. By contrast, for p ≲ 2.5, both ST 
and SR clusters are strongly correlated with the regions of high GT 
order    G  T    (Fig. 1, A and B) and low translational structural entropy 
   S  T   (Fig. 1, E and F). Note that GR particles are not colored in Fig. 1B 
because small-p ellipsoids do not form quasi-nematic domains and 
do not have GR clusters. Hence, translational and rotational mo-
tions vitrify at the same glass transition density at p ≲ 2.5 but at 
different densities at p ≳ 2.5.

Critical-like behaviors in dynamic FT, FR, ST, and SR clusters
Despite their different spatial distributions and correlations as de-
scribed above, the translational and rotational DHs in the single- 
step and two-step glass transitions exhibit significant common 
features: the non-Ising critical-like behaviors of the fast CRRs near 
c and the Ising-like critical behaviors of the slow clusters near 0. 
We find that the mean cluster diameter F, S ≡ [  NF, S𝒫(NF, S)]1/df ∝ 

[/(c,0 − )], and the fluctuations in cluster size, i.e., susceptibility, F, 

S ≡  N2𝒫(N)/  N𝒫(N) ∝ [/(c,0 − )] on approaching    c  
T,   for 

the FT and FR clusters and    0  T,   for the ST and SR clusters at all as-
pect ratios (Fig. 2 and Table 1). NF, S is the number of particles in a 
fast- or slow-moving cluster. df is the fitted fractal dimension 
(Fig. 1I), and 𝒫(N) is the size distribution of the clusters (Fig. 1J). 
For ST and SR clusters, S and S at different p’s collapse onto two 
power laws (Fig. 2, A to C) with exponents v = 1 and  = 7/4 within 
±5% errors, respectively, agreeing with the critical exponents be-
longing to the 2D Ising universality class (29). For fast particles,  and 
 increase on approaching c with non-Ising exponents, but drop 
precipitously (Fig. 2, D and E) at  > c because the fast particles 
disperse randomly without forming clusters (Fig. 1D). By contrast, 
() and () of slow particles increase monotonically across c 
(Fig. 2, A and B).

We measure the translational and rotational relaxation times      T   
and          from the decay of the intermediate scattering functions and 
the angular correlation functions, respectively (fig. S2, A and B) (31). 
 can be well fitted by the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law   
     ∝ exp [D(  0  −1  ) / (    −1  −   0  −1  ) ]  (fig. S2D) (5, 30), where D is the fra-
gility index. A higher D represents lower fragility, i.e., a stronger 
structural frustration against crystallization (20). Which factors affect 

Fig. 1. Properties and spatial correlations between fast (F), slow (S), and glassy (G) clusters and structural entropy S in translational (T) and rotational 
(R) motions. (A to H) Fast (∼8%), slow (∼8%), and glassy (∼30%) particles are shown in green, red, and yellow, respectively. The same video frame in (A) and (B) or (E) and (F) at 
 = 0.81 for p = 2.3, and in (C) and (D) or (G) and (H) at  = 0.74 for p = 6. (A and E) ST and (B and F) SR clusters are positively correlated with (A and B) GT clusters and (E and 
F) low    S  T   regions. (C and G) ST and (D and H) SR clusters are positively correlated with (C) GT and (D) GR clusters, and (G) low    S  T   and (H) low    S      regions. Translational and 
rotational motions in (C) and (D) are negatively correlated. Scale bars, 20 m. (I) The cluster size fitted with  N ∝  R g   d  f    , where Rg is the radius of gyration. (J) The probability 
distribution of cluster sizes (symbols) fitted with 𝒫(N) ∼ N− exp ( − N/N0) (curves). p = 6 in (I) and (J). The SD of each data point calculated from different clusters or frames 
is smaller than the symbol size. (K) Locally favored close packing configurations.
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fragility is an important question in glass studies. For example, soft-
er particles are found to make less fragile glasses (33). Our fitting 
results show that D increases with p and is always greater than 0.6 
for both translational and rotational motions of all the ellipsoids 
with 2.3 ≤ p ≤ 9 (Fig. 2F, inset) (30). By contrast, D < 0.5 for disks 
with various polydispersities (19). Hence, even monodisperse ellip-
soids are better glass formers than polydisperse spheres in 2D. This 
is consistent with the observation that polydisperse spheres often 
form crystalline patches in 2D, while ellipsoids never do. Ellipsoids 
under a local close packing are seldom aligned in parallel to each other 
because another ellipsoid can insert itself into the gap between 
neighboring ellipsoids and change their orientations (Fig. 1K). The 
bending and dendritic structures are typical constituents of quasi- 
nematic domains, while the splay and vortex structures are found 
at domain boundaries (Fig. 1K). The resulting packing configura-
tions such as splay and bending structures have similarly high den-
sities. These diverse close packing structures give rise to disordered 
solids. Hence, monodisperse ellipsoids are good glass formers with 
stronger frustration for higher p. We find that the reciprocal critical 
exponents 1/ and 1/ for the FT and FR clusters increase linearly 
with D (Fig. 2F, inset). The power-law relations of F() in Fig. 2 (D 
to F) support the prediction of Adam-Gibbs theory that fragility 
(1/D) is a measure of the effective temperature dependence of the 
spatial extent of cooperative motion, i.e., the size of CRRs (34). A sim-
ilar trend where more fragile liquids experience more pronounced 
growth of DHs upon cooling has been observed in the simulation of 
3D binary spheres (35), but the linear relations in the inset of Fig. 2F 
have not been reported before.

The single-particle resolution enables us to measure the mor-
phology and correlation of clusters, which can give a better un-
derstanding of the scaling universality and mechanism of critical 
phenomena beyond the mean-field description (36). The FT, FR, 
ST, and SR clusters all exhibit fractal structures (Fig.  1I) and the 
probability distribution of N-particle clusters 𝒫(N) ∝ N− exp (−N/N0) 
(Fig. 1J) (6). df = 1.875 ± 0.05 and  = 2.07 ± 0.05 for the slow 
clusters (Fig. 1, I and J) coincide with df = 1.875 and  = 31/15 of 
the 2D Ising univerality class (37), but df = 1.75 ± 0.05 and  = 
2.17 ± 0.05 for the fast clusters do not. Moreover, the hyperscaling 
relations for critical phenomena (36),  = d/df + 1 and  = (2df − d) 
with the dimensionality d = 2, are satisfied within ±5% errors for 
the fast clusters near c and for the slow clusters near 0, respec-
tively (Figs. 1, I and J, and 2, C and F). In addition, df and / for the 
fast clusters remain almost constant at different p’s, while  and 
 vary. These features of strong universality (36) indicate that fast
clusters in systems of different p’s belong to the same universal-
ity class. The higher df for slow clusters than for fast clusters con-
firms the prediction of the RFOT theory that slow CRRs are more 
compact than fast CRRs (13). A similar trend has also been observed 
for FT and ST clusters in the simulation of a model glass-forming 
polymer melt without measuring the critical behaviors (6).

Critical-like behaviors in structures
Critical-like behaviors of the static GT and GR clusters
We measure the mean diameter, size fluctuation, and morphology 
of the GT and GR clusters in the same way that we measured those 
of fast and slow clusters in the previous section, and similarly show 

Fig. 2. Critical-like behaviors of the dynamic CRRs. (A and D) The mean diameter  and (B and E) the size fluctuation  (symbols) for (A and B) slow-moving (S) and 
(D and E) fast-moving (F) clusters in translational (T) and rotational (R) motions at different aspect ratios p = a/b. The curves are fitting functions F, S = 0[/(c,0 − )] and 
F, S = 0[/(c,0 − )]. The vertical solid and dotted lines mark the translational and rotational mode-coupling transition points    cT ,   , above which F and F decrease. The 
error bars denote the SDs. (C and F)  and  of (C) slow and (F) fast clusters at different p’s (symbols) collapse onto two master fitting lines F, S/0 = [/(c,0 − )] and F, S/0 = 
[/(c,0 − )]. For slow clusters,  = 1 and  = 1.75 as in the 2D Ising universality class. Inset of (F): 1/ and 1/ for fast clusters increase linearly with the fragility index D for 
both translational and rotational motions. The fittings are within 5% errors.
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their critical-like behaviors. The mean glassy cluster diameter G ≡ 
[NGP(NG)]1/df, and the fluctuations in cluster size     G   ≡ ( N G  2   P 
( N  G   ) ) / ( N  G   P( N  G   ) ) .  and  can be well fitted with the 2D Ising-
like power laws   =    0   · [  0  −1  / (    −1  −   0  −1  ) ] =    0   · [ / (   0   −  ) ]  and  
χ =  χ  0   ·  [  0  −1  / (    −1  −   0  −1  ) ]   7/4  =  χ  0   ·  [ / (   0   −  ) ]   7/4   for all aspect ra-
tios (fig. S4). These power laws are robust when the threshold value 
in the criterion of glassy particles varies in [5.5,6.5] for    G  T    and in 
[0.75,0.85] for    G     . The Ising-like criticality of glassy clusters is further 
confirmed by the fractal dimension df (Fig. 1I) and size distribution 
𝒫(N) ∝ N− exp (−N/N0) (Fig. 1J) as well as the hyperscaling relations 
 = 2/df + 1 and  = 2(df − 1) with the fitted exponents df = 1.875 ± 
0.05,  = 2.07 ± 0.05,  = 1, and  = 7/4 (Fig. 1, I and J, and fig. S4) 
similar to those of slow-moving clusters.
Finite-size scaling analysis of glassy order parameter 
and structural entropy
The finite-size scaling (FSS) analysis is not only able to extrapolate 
the results of finite-sized systems to the infinite-size limit, but it is 
also an effective tool to ascertain critical phenomena (38). The FSS 
results for both the glassy order parameter    G  T,   and the structural 
entropy    S  T,   are shown in Fig. 3 for various p’s and ’s. The spatial 
correlation function C(r, L) = 〈(ri)(rj)〉L, where r = ∣ ri − rj∣ is 
the center-to-center separation between particles i and j from a total 
N(L) particles in a sub-box with area L × L in the field of view. For a 
critical phenomenon, they should follow the 2D Ornstein-Zernike 
correlation function C(r, L) ≅ r− exp ( − r/(L)) with the Fisher 
critical exponent  = 1/4 (29, 38). This is confirmed by the fittings 
in Fig. 3 (A to D). The susceptibility is defined as       (L ) =  〈  ( r  i  )   2  〉  L   −  
〈( r  i   ) 〉 L  2   . FSS theory predicts   (L,  ) ∼  L   1/   Q     [    L   1/ (T −  T  cri  )  ] and 
 (L,  ) ∼  L   /   Q     [  L   1/ (T −  T  cri   ) ]  (39), where Q, (x) are the universal 
scaling functions and Tcri is the critical temperature. These predic-
tions are confirmed by the collapsed data in Fig. 3 (E to H) at Tcri = 
1/0 with the fitted Ising critical exponents  = 1 and  = 7/4. More-
over, the fitting exponents satisfy the Fisher scaling law  = (2 − ) 
for critical phenomena (29).

A typical critical FSS behavior is that the ratios between thermo-
dynamic quantities in the finite-size system and the infinite limit are 
scaling functions of (L)/L (18, 40). Our measured ratios (L)/( ∞ ) 
and (L)/( ∞ ) as functions of (L)/L for various ’s collapse onto 
two master curves in the insets of Fig. 3 (E to H), whose extrapola-
tions give ( ∞ ) and ( ∞ ), respectively. These curves show that the 
finite-size effect of (L) and (L) becomes negligible when  < 0.1L 
(39). In addition, we find that the critical point 0 is robust to the 
sub-box size and agrees with the value from the VFT fitting of  
(fig. S2) (30). The extrapolated ( ∞ ) (Fig. 4, A, C, D, and F) and 
( ∞ ) (Fig. 4, B, C, E, and F) exhibit the same Ising-like critical 
behaviors at 0 as those of glassy clusters (fig. S4) and slow clusters 
(Fig. 2, A to C) for all p’s. Such consistency further lends confidence 
to the Ising-like criticality of glassy structures because glassy orders 
and structural entropies are different structural parameters without 
obvious connections.

The rapid growth of the structural relaxation time near the glass 
transition can be attributed to the growing clusters of different local 
structures in different systems, e.g., icosahedra, tetrahedra, and crys-
tallites (14–20). Among them, the low-configurational-entropy clusters 
exist universally in different systems (18, 21, 30). The decreasing con-
figurational entropy was originally suggested by the Adam-Gibbs 
theory (2) and further explained by the RFOT theory (3). However, 
the CRRs in these configurational-entropy pictures are not explicit-
ly defined and demonstrated. In 2D polydisperse (18) and 2D binary 
(18, 21) spherical particle systems, the faster and slower regions 
were observed to have higher and lower structural entropies, re-
spectively. Tanaka et al. (18) found Ising-like power-law divergence 
of the correlation lengths of the local structural entropy in mono-
layers of binary spheres. Here, we not only find similar behaviors in 
monolayers of ellipsoids with different aspect ratios and both rotational 
and translational degrees of freedom but also further confirm the 
Ising-like criticality from the entropy fluctuations that have not been 
measured before. Such spatial and quantitative structure-dynamics 

Fig. 3. FFS analyses on structures. Aspect ratio p = a/b = 6.0. (A to D) The spatial correlations C(r) of (A) the translational and (B) orientational glassy order parameters   
 G  T,  , and (C) the translational and (D) orientational structural entropies    S  T,  . They are fitted by the 2D Ornstein-Zernike function: C(r, L) ≅ r−1/4 exp ( − r/(L)) (solid curves). 
(E and G) The fitted correlation lengths (L) from (A) to (D) and other ’s not shown in (A) to (D). (F and H) Fluctuations in , i.e., (L). (E and F)    G  T,  . (G and H)    S  T,  . All the 
orientational data in (F) are multiplied by a factor of 88 to collapse onto the translational data. Insets: The finite-size effects of  and  fitted by (L)/( ∞ ) = exp [ − B1((L)/L)B2] 
and (L)/( ∞ ) = exp [ − B3((L)/L)B4]. B1 − 4 depends on p, but not on  and the translational or rotational degree of freedom.
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correlations in both spherical and nonspherical particle systems in-
dicate that the structural entropy is a universal structural quantity 
responsible for slow dynamics.

Critical-like behaviors in temporal correlations
Temporal correlations of glassy order parameter and  
structural entropy
The criticality is further confirmed by the temporal correlations 
S(q, t) = 〈(−q,0)(q, t)〉/[N/(ab)] (18) for the glassy order pa-
rameter    G  T,   and structural entropy    S  T,   (Fig. 5, A and B), where  
(q, t ) =   i=1  N      i  (t ) exp(iq ·  r  i  ) . The behavior of S(q, t) can be clas-
sified into three regimes: q ≥ 1/l, 1/ ≤ q < 1/l, and q < 1/, where 
l = 2(ab)1/2 is the effective diameter of an ellipsoid and  ≡ ( ∞ ). 
We find that S(t) exhibits stretched exponential decay S(q,0) exp 
( − (t/(q))) with  < 1 at q > 1/l, and simple exponential decay 
S(q,0) exp (−t/(q)) (i.e.,  = 1) at q < 1/l (Fig. 5, A and B), where 
S(q,0) measures the fluctuation of the glassy structure at the length 
scale 1/q, and (q) measures the lifetime of the fluctuation (18). The 
stretched exponential decay of S(t) at q > 1/l reflects the heteroge-
neous dynamics at small length scales comparable to the particle size, 
i.e., the superposition of many simple exponential decays with dif-
ferent decay times. The single exponential decay of S(t) at q > 1/l 
indicates that the structural relaxation has become homogeneous at 
a length scale larger than the local structural heterogeneity. Such 
behavior is consistent with the purely dissipative stochastic model 
(kinetic Ising model) (28, 29), which is also known as the time- 
dependent Ginzburg-Landau model (28), or model A in the Hohenberg 
and Halperin classification of critical dynamics theory (41).

Model A predicts a critical slowing down of the fluctuations as 
(, q) ≅ ((q = 0)/LR)[/(0 − )]/[1 + (q)2 − ], where LR is the 
renormalized microscopic transport coefficient (38). At each , our 
measured (q) can be well fitted by the above prediction,  ∝ 1/[1 + 

(q)2 − ]. The fitted  = 1/4 in Fig. 5C belongs to the 2D Ising uni-
versality class (18). At q < 1/, (q) increases very slowly as q → 0 
and (q = 0) is solely determined by  (Fig. 5C). This is because the 
global structure at a length scale L much larger than the glassy cluster 

Fig. 4. Ising-like critical behaviors of structures. (A and D) The correlation length ( ∞ ) (symbols) and (B and E) fluctuation ( ∞ ) (symbols) of (A and B) the local glassy 
order parameters    G  T,   and (D and E) the local structural entropies    S  T,   at different aspect ratios p = a/b. The curves are fitting functions  = 0 · [/(0 − )] and  = 0 · [/(0 − 
)]7/4. ( ∞ ) and ( ∞ ) of (C)    G  T,   and (F)    S  T,   at different p’s (symbols) collapse onto two master fitting lines  = 0 · [/(0 − )] and  = 0 · [/(0 − )]7/4. The fittings are 
within 5% errors. The deviations of    G,S       and    G,S       at p = 2.3 are due to the absence of nematic domains at small p so that the one-step glass transition is dictated by trans-
lational rather than rotational motion.

Fig. 5. Critical-like behaviors in the dynamics of structures. (A and B) The cor-
relation function S(q, t) = 〈(q, t)( − q,0)〉 at different wave numbers q’s for (A) the 
GT order parameter    G  T    at  = 0.8 and (B) the orientational glassy order parameter   
 G      at  = 0.7. Solid fitting curves for solid symbols: S(q, t) ∼ exp ( − t/(q)). Dashed 
fitting curves for open symbols: S(q, t) ∼ exp [ − (t/(q))] with  < 1. (C) The decay 
time (q) (symbols) measured from (A) and (B) fitted with 1/[1 + (q)7/4] (curves). 
(A to C) Aspect ratio p = 6. (D) The lifetime of structural heterogeneities of    G  T,   or   
 S  T,  , (q = 1/, ), against the structural relaxation time  (symbols) at different p’s 
are fitted with [/////(0 − )]7/4 (lines). The fittings are within 5% errors. Simulation data 
are used here because the experimental time is shorter than  at high .
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size  can be regarded as homogeneous, and a further increase in L 
does not induce additional heterogeneity or a longer decay time.
Lifetime of structural heterogeneity
In addition to the microscopic structural relaxation time  on a par-
ticle length scale from the intermediate scattering function (31), 
 = (q = 1/) measures the lifetime of spatial heterogeneity, i.e., how 
long it takes the spatial memory of high- clusters to fade away. Model 
A predicts the power-law divergence () = 0[/(0 − )]/(2LR), 
which is well confirmed by fitting / ∝ [/(0 − )] with  = 7/4 
as in the 2D Ising universality class in Fig. 5D for both glassy orders 
and structural entropies.  ≫  at high  indicates that the struc-
tural relaxation over a length scale  of typical glassy clusters is a process 
comprising a number of microscopic relaxations at a particle length 
scale (10). The similar power laws for the structural heterogeneities 
and DHs indicate that  mainly depends on the relaxation of slow- 
moving clusters. This result also supports the observation that the 
lifetime of DH is much longer than  near the glass transition in 
fragile systems (10, 17, 18, 35, 42, 43).

In fragile liquids,  is directly related to the bulk structural and 
mechanical relaxation properties (35, 42, 43). The increasing  toward 
0 implies a higher resistance to stress and deformation. For exam-
ple, the increasing bulk modulus near the glass transition primarily 
arises from the percolating slow clusters with increasing lifetimes 
(44) and the growing static length scales of orientational or amor-
phous order (26, 45). Here, the increasing / toward 0 in Fig. 5D 
indicates that the contribution of the solid-like component related 
to the growing static length scale is increasing compared with the 
contribution of the viscous component related to the microscopic 
structural relaxation. This finding provides a microscopic interpre-
tation for the sharp increase in storage modulus and the decrease in 
loss modulus during the glass transition (46).

Critical-like behaviors in simulation results
The kMC simulation results are shown in figs. S5 to S9 in section S6. 
These results are similar to their corresponding experimental 
results in Figs. 1 to 4 and fig. S4. For the one-step glass transition at 
p ≲ 1.7 (fig. S1D), the ST and SR clusters are positively correlated 
with GT clusters (fig. S5, A and B) and the low translational entropy 
regions (fig. S5, E and F). For the two-step glass transition at p ≳ 1.7 
(fig. S1D), the ST clusters are positively correlated with GT clus-
ters (fig. S5C) and the low translational entropy regions (fig. S5G), 
while the SR clusters are positively correlated with orientational 
glassy clusters (fig. S5D) and the low orientational entropy regions 
(fig. S5H).

The Ising-like criticality at 0 is demonstrated by the fractal di-
mensions (fig. S5I), size distributions (fig. S5J), mean diameter and 
size fluctuations for the slow (fig. S6, A to C) and glassy (fig. S7) clus-
ters, and the spatial correlations (fig. S8, A to D), FSS analysis (fig. S8, 
E to H), correlation lengths (fig. S9, A and D), and susceptibilities 
(fig. S9, B and E) in the infinite-size limit of the glassy order param-
eters (figs. S8, A, B, E, and F, and S9, A to C) and local structural 
entropies (figs. S8, C, D, G, and H, and S9, D to F).

The non-Ising criticality at c is shown by the fast clusters in figs. 
S5 (I and J) and S6 (D to F). We find the linear relationship between 
fragility 1/D and the critical exponents F and F for the fast clusters 
(insets of fig. S6F), indicating that less anisotropic ellipsoids form a 
more fragile glass corresponding to a more pronounced and rapid 
growth of DHs upon cooling. All these simulation results confirm 
the experimental observations.

DISCUSSION
Summary of the main results
We have studied monolayers of monodisperse ellipsoids with differ-
ent aspect ratios and analyzed four structural quantities, i.e., the trans-
lational and orientational glassy order parameters (   G  T,  ) and local 
structural entropies (   S  T,  ), and four dynamic quantities describing 
the translational and rotational fast- and slow-moving particles. On 
the basis of these eight quantities for individual particles, we have 
measured their spatial and time correlations, length scales , and fluc-
tuations , defined their clusters, and measured the clusters’ , , df, 
and 𝒫(N). These results, FSS relations, hyperscaling relations, and 
Fisher scaling law all demonstrate a 2D Ising-like criticality at 0 for 
static    G  T,  , static    S  T,  , static glassy clusters, and dynamic slow-moving 
clusters as well as a different criticality at c for the fast-moving 
clusters in both translational and rotational degrees of freedom and 
for both single-step (p ≲ 2.5) and two-step (p ≳ 2.5) glass transitions 
as summarized in Table 1. The finding that a glassy system with p ≳ 
2.5 displays four criticalities at four densities    c,0  T,   is remarkable. The 
results at 0 support the Ising critical droplet model for a micro-
scopic geometrical description of the glass transition (36). These rich 
critical-like behaviors concerning the static (high glassy orders and 
low structural entropies) and dynamic (slow CRRs) quantities in 
Table 1 provide much stronger evidence supporting the critical pheno-
mena and thermodynamic nature of the glass transition than does the 
common approach of structure-dynamics correlations.

Ising-like critical behaviors at 0 were observed in various 2D and 
3D glassy systems composed of spheres (17–20, 27). The spatial and 
temporal correlations, results of FSS analysis, temperature depen-
dence of lengths and fluctuations in the structural quantities, and 
the four-point dynamic correlation length were all found to have 
Ising-like critical behaviors at 0 with a strong spatial correlation 
between high-order structures and slow-moving regions (17,  18), 
but the fast-moving clusters and the critical behaviors at c have not 
been explored. In numerical simulations under a small shear per-
turbation, Ising-like critical behaviors were observed for the shear 
rigidity length in NiZr2 metallic glasses (24) and for the correlation 
length of non-affine deformations in a binary Lennard-Jones glassy 
system (23). These studies focused on the translational degree of free-
dom of unary spheres with local crystalline structures (17–20) and 
binary spheres without obvious crystalline structures (18, 27), or they 
did not show the corresponding type of local structure and the con-
nection to slow dynamics (23, 24). The cluster size distribution 𝒫(N) ∼ 
N− and the fractal dimension df for icosahedral clusters were previ-
ously measured in polydisperse colloidal hard spheres (17). We find 
that the values do not satisfy the hyperscaling relation, consistent 
with the conclusion therein that icosahedral clusters are not respon-
sible for dynamic slowdown (17).  = 2/df + 1 for polytetrahedral 
clusters was tested in granular hard-sphere glass (15), but the cor-
relation length of polytetrahedral order diverged much faster than 
the Ising universality and whose quantitative connection with dy-
namics was not measured.

Our results introduce several new analyses for the studies of critical- 
like behaviors in glasses. (i) We have observed critical-like behaviors 
at both c for fast-moving clusters and 0 for slow-moving and glassy 
clusters, which indicate a dynamic transition at c and a thermo-
dynamic transition at 0. (ii) The Ising-like criticality exists in non-
spherical particle systems of different aspect ratios without crystalline 
structures, and in both translational and rotational degrees of free-
dom. (iii) The hyperscaling relations  = d/df + 1 and  = (2df − d) 
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and the fluctuations in structural entropy have not been explored in 
the previous studies of critical behaviors in glasses.

Absence of isotropic-nematic transition
The observed critical-like behaviors at    0  T,   and    c  

T,   are not associated 
with the isotropic-nematic (IN) transition for the following four rea-
sons. (i) Nematic phases have not been observed in the monodispersed 
ellipsoid monolayers in our experiment and simulation (30, 31) and 
others’ experiments (47, 48). Both the real-space images (Fig. 1, A 
to H, and fig. S5, A to H) and the exponential decay in the orienta-
tional correlation functions (fig. S1F) are distinct from the algebraic 
decay for the quasi-long-range nematic order. Early simulations ob-
served nematic phases in 2D ellipses because their system sizes were 
merely comparable to a single pseudonematic domain in our simu-
lation and experiment; moreover, their IN transitions are at much 
lower area fractions than    0  T,   and    c  

T,   (fig. S1C, section S2), while 
we did not observe the nematic phase even at those low area frac-
tions. (ii) Ellipsoids are excellent glass formers because their curved 
surfaces tend to change neighbors’ orientations in dense packings, 
which frustrates the long-range nematic order. Moreover, 2D sys-
tems have stronger long-wavelength fluctuations than those in 3D 
according to the Mermin-Wagner theorem and less constraints from 
neighboring particles, which tend to destroy long-range orders. (iii) 
The 2D IN transition is predicted to be a Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) 
transition (49), which is featured with a correlation length ∼ exp [(T − 
Tc)−1/2] (29, 49). By contrast, the criticality we observe belongs to 
the Ising universality class featured with a power-law decay of correla-
tion length (29). (iv) Ellipsoids with p ≲ 2.5 do not form pseudonemat-
ic domains, but they also exhibit Ising-like criticality, indicating that 
the criticality is irrelevant to the nematic order.

Possible origin of the Ising criticality
The Ising-like criticality of the glass transition in systems of spheres 
was explained by the two-state model (i.e., twofold orientational de-
generacy) of locally favored structures (LFSs) (12, 25, 50). The two-
state model has been used in various glass transition studies, e.g., it 
serves as the basis for the Anderson theory (51). In glass-forming 
systems, the LFSs, e.g., local crystalline structures or polyhedra in 
systems of spheres, produce medium-range correlations but frus-
trate the global long-range crystalline orders (18, 25). Tanaka (12) 
pointed out that the renormalization of the frustration effect may 
change the transition from a continuous symmetry of the tensorial 
order parameter to a discrete Ising Z2 symmetry due to the scalar 
nature of the order parameter correlation. Langer further showed 
that the universality of the twofold orientational degeneracy for LFS 
clusters in glassy systems enables them to realign in the presence of 
other clusters as an effective ferromagnetic interaction and gives rise 
to Ising-like criticality independent of the nature of ordering and 
the dimensionality (25, 50).

The above two-state model can be similarly applied to mono-
disperse ellipsoids if we regard the local glassy orders or structural 
entropies    G,S  T,    as playing a similar role to the local crystal-like or-
ders for spherical particles (12). The LFSs of ellipsoids contain splays 
and bending bands (Fig. 1K). They frustrate the globally favored 
packing of long-range nematic (crystalline) order for the rotational 
(translational) degree of freedom and cause the formation of locally 
favored glassy clusters. The neighboring glassy clusters tend to re-
align with each other to reduce the surface tension and structural 
entropy. Our results indicate that the Ising-like interaction is not 

only limited to the local crystalline order for the translational de-
gree of freedom of spheres but is also applicable to the glassy struc-
tures and the structural entropy for both translational and rotational 
degrees of freedom of ellipsoids. The random field Ising model shows 
that higher disorderness may change the critical exponent of a second- 
order transition and change a first-order transition to second order 
(52), but its connection to the ellipsoid monolayers needs to be fur-
ther explored.

Different relaxation mechanisms associated with the 
dynamic and structural criticalities at two time scales
Previous studies have shown that some dynamic quantities (18, 53) 
diverge according to power laws at T0, while other dynamic quanti-
ties diverge according to power laws at Tc (8, 11, 54). These different 
dynamic quantities are assumed to describe the same DHs, and thus, 
these observations create a mystery (7, 54): “How can a dynamical 
correlation length diverge at two distinct temperatures?” Here, we 
find that this mystery can be explained if we categorize the DHs based 
on two types of dynamics originating from the fast-moving parti-
cles at 2 [e.g., the mean FT cluster size and corresponding time scale 
(11), the average mobile cluster size and string length (8), and the 
size of the unstable soft region (54)] and the slow-moving particles 
at  [e.g., the mean ST and SR cluster sizes and corresponding time 
scales (∼) (30), and the four-point dynamic correlation length 
(18, 53)]. The fast- and slow-moving clusters exhibit power-law di-
vergences at the dynamic transition point c and the thermodynamic 
transition point 0, respectively. In other words, the glass dynamics 
cannot be adequately described by one dynamic quantity, and at least 
two dynamic quantities at different time scales are needed. This is 
reasonable because the structural relaxation in the form of CRRs oc-
curs at different time and length scales. However, fast-moving par-
ticles are usually used to characterize DHs, a probable reason why 
the quantitative structure-dynamics correlations have rarely been 
observed.

Our findings are also consistent with predictions of thermodynamic 
(e.g., RFOT) theory of glass transition (1, 54, 55) that the relaxation 
mechanism changes from continuous diffusion above the dynamic 
critical transition temperature Tc to entropy-driven activated motion 
below Tc. This change in mechanism and the nature of Tc might be 
obscured by the conventionally expected single dynamic length scale 
(26). Here, our quantitative results of the fast, slow, and static glassy 
clusters confirm the change in mechanism across c: The dynamic 
length F for fast clusters rapidly increases with  at  < c and di-
verges at c following a power law in accordance with MCT, while 
the dynamic length S for slow clusters that is correlated with the 
static length () slowly and logarithmically increases with  and 
diverges at the thermodynamic glass transition point 0 > c, in ac-
cordance with the VFT law (40, 53–56). In addition, in glasses com-
posed of spheres, this change is phenomenally characterized by a 
change in CRRs from a ramified to a compact morphology (13), an 
increase in dynamic length above Tc with a decrease below Tc, and a 
continuous increase in a static correlation length (7, 57). We have 
observed that the fast-moving particles form ramified clusters at  < c 
(figs. 1, A to H, and S5, A to H). However, at c <  < 0, the fast- 
moving particles are mainly caged, and thus, they are randomly dis-
tributed in space without forming clusters (Figs. 1D and 2, D and E, 
and fig. S5D). Such breakdown of fast clusters was also observed in 
colloidal glasses composed of spheres (9). By contrast, the slow particles 
and low-entropy glassy particles are strongly correlated in space and 
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form compact clusters whose mean size increases near 0 (Figs. 1, 
A to H, and 2, A and B, and fig. S5, A to H). Our observations pro-
vide a quantitative microscopic picture of the change in relaxation 
mechanism across c: The structural relaxation is dominated by 
fast clusters associated with diffusion at  < c, but by glassy- 
structure clusters associated with low entropies at  < c. This further 
demonstrates that the evolution of CRRs cannot be sufficiently 
characterized by a unique time and length scale toward the glass 
transition.

Relationship between glass fragility and particle anisotropy, 
and the connection to universality of criticality
Besides the two criticalities at c and 0, we have measured fragility, 
which is important for glassy materials. Softer particles were found 
to form less fragile glasses (33). Here, we have shown that higher 
particle anisotropy leads to less fragility. Moreover, fragility linearly 
changes with the critical exponent of fast-moving clusters. The lower 
fragility for more anisotropic ellipsoids reflects stronger frustrations 
and a higher ability to form glasses with weaker structural hetero-
geneities and DHs. Even ellipsoids with a modest p = 2.3 have a 
higher D than hard spheres with polydispersity up to 16% in 2D (19); 
hence, monodisperse ellipsoids are better glass formers than highly 
polydisperse spheres. The results are consistent with the observa-
tion that particle anisotropy can effectively frustrate crystallization, 
e.g., in monodisperse ellipsoids (30, 58), polygon platelets (59), and 
spheres with anisotropic interactions (20). We attribute this to the 
fact that more anisotropic ellipsoids can pack into more diverse LFSs 
(Fig. 1K), i.e., corresponding to a more rugged energy landscape. 
Similarly, binary sphere mixtures (18, 27) or polygon platelets (59) 
are able to pack into diverse LFSs rather than just polyhedra for 
polydisperse spheres and hexagon for polydisperse disks, and hence 
form glasses more easily.

Glassy systems with long-range ultrasoft interactions or random 
network structures do not exhibit DHs despite their high fragility 
(60) and, thus, may not exhibit critical behaviors. The Ising-like crit-
icality has been found in systems of hard spheres (17–19), Lennard- 
Jones spheres (18, 20, 23), and our own hard ellipsoids, indicating 
that the critical-like behaviors tend to occur in fragile systems com-
posed of hard-core-like particles regardless of the particle shape.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation and particle tracking microscopy
A 0.5-l droplet of suspension was placed between a glass slide and 
a coverslip. The capillary force spread the colloidal ellipsoids into a 
monolayer with very weak vertical fluctuation under the strong con-
finement. To prevent the ellipsoids from sticking together, the glass 
plates were rigorously cleaned by sonication in a 1:4 mixture of hy-
drogen peroxide and sulfuric acid and then thoroughly rinsed in 
deionized water. The sample cell was sealed with epoxy glue and 
tilted at an angle of 5∘ to 30∘ for several hours to 1 day so that the 
ellipsoids slowly settled along a sample edge under gravity to form a 
dense monolayer. Before the measurement, the sample was placed 
horizontally for equilibration for 2 to 3 hours. We chose a square 
millimeter area in the sample with the desired area fraction  and 
monitored an area of ∼0.1 mm2 in the center under an optical mi-
croscope for 3 to 6 hours, during which  was kept constant. To change 
, we tilted the sample again and measured the ellipsoids in the same 
sample region after equilibration. The center-of-mass position and 

the orientation of individual ellipsoids were tracked using our im-
age processing algorithm at spatial resolutions of 0.12 and 0.04 m 
along the long and short axes, respectively, and at an angular reso-
lution of 1∘ (30). In different quasi-2D samples with the same p, the 
measured mean diffusion coefficients of dilute ellipsoids are the same, 
which ensures the same wall separations.

Simulation
kMC simulations of the monolayer of 5000 hard ellipses were per-
formed under the periodic boundary condition (30). In each kMC 
step, we randomly generated the translational displacements along 
the long axis a and along the short axis b, and the rotational dis-
placement . The displacements follow the uniform random distri-
bution in [ − a, b, , a, b, ] with the maximum displacements  
satisfying    a  

2  :   b  2   :     2   =  D  a   / P(   a   ) :  D  b   / P(   b   ) :  D     / P(     ) , where P(a, b, ) 
are the acceptance ratios for the displacements a, b, and , and 
a, b,  are the short-time diffusion coefficients adopted from the exper-
iments. We tried different ratios in the simulations and further con-
firmed that the D of individual particles does not affect the dynamics of 
the system near the glass transition. The duration, t, of each of NMC 
Monte Carlo steps was derived as  t /    B   = t  D  0   /  b   2  =  N  MC  (1 +  D  b   /  D  a   )  
[  a  

2  p(   a   ) / (4  b   2  ) ] , where the Brownian time tB is the time taken for 
an ellipsoid to diffuse a distance b in an infinitely dilute suspension, 
and D0 = (Da + Db)/2.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/7/3/eabd1958/DC1
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